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Skip Carter

From The President's Desk

I

hope that all of you are keeping yourself at home,
healthy, and safe, during this COVID-19 pandemic. I
don’t have much to report this month, because all of our
normal activities have been put on hold/rescheduled now and
for the near future. Many of you are being productive, working at home as I am. Some of us are particularly busy at this
time. I think most of you will agree that this is certainly not a
vacation, or a particularly happy time in our life.
We will get through this, and in some ways this time can
be best spent by preparing for what’s ahead. The time can
be spent improving your cooking skills by preparing healthy
meals. Even though you can’t go to a gym, that does not
mean that you can’t get out and exercise. Linda and I have
been taking daily, early morning 2 to 3 mile walks, on the
deserted golf courses that surround us. An opportunity that,
even though I’m not a golfer, and personally see no usefulness of chasing a little white ball around beautiful scenery,
the deserted golf paths provide a nice path for a long beautiful walk. Yet another use for golf courses other than placing
beautiful Porsches on for concours.
Now is the time to perform the little projects around the
house and garage that you have been putting off. Now is the
time to spend a little time cleaning and maintaining your
Porsche as it sits in the garage idle. Obviously we are not
keeping our cars unstarted for months, but make sure we are
following the restrictions fur to the virus.
Proceed with the following:
• get a good night’s sleep,
• pack water, and a small snack
• pack a cloth mask incase you have to stop and encounter
others
• get in your Porsche, whether you are male or female, 		
board it preferably without your significant other, so
that there are no distractions, or disputes (you decide)
• empty your bladder, before boarding, so that you don’t
have to stop anywhere

W
• proceed to find your favorite, uncongested, scenic road
with your favorite soundtrack playing at your favorite
volume
• always carry your small vial of hand sanitizer, keep your
hands away from the T-zone on your face (that is eyes,
nose and mouth area), and wipe down perhaps the
dirtiest thing that you carry which is your cell phone
• enjoy this session at your own speed and time
• I don’t think that you will have to worry about anyone
becoming close to you to spread disease, as generally
we don’t want anyone within 6 feet of our Porsche
anyway!
Now is the time to start planning and preparing for what
is to come. Going forth, our communication and interacting with each other both for business and pleasure is likely
to further evolve. Take time to have a better understanding
of, and better experiences with, the new communication
technologies.
Keep informed, and pay attention to reliable sources of
information. The best source of information and understanding of the science behind COVID-19 is the MedCram series
of lectures/podcast COVID-19 videos, found on You Tube,
which is presented/illustrated in such a fashion not requiring
a medical degree or political appointment.
Be safe,
Doc

GPX SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/PCA-Grand-Prix-Region/336827569682620
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pca%20grand%20prix%20region&sm=1
GooglePlus: https://plus.google.com/114590990404477994856/posts
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/PCAGrandPrix
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/168187975@N07/albums
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ell, here we are!
On Thursday, March 5 I flew from San Diego
to Jacksonville with my sister and her husband. It
was the first time attending the Amelia Island Concours for
all of us. Suesan didn't go. Being away from our grandson for
a week wasn't in the cards. I understand. It was not easy for
me either.
I also attended PCA's Werks Reunion. Both events were
fun and I'm glad I went. I've been to Car Week in Monterey
several times, and didn't really want to try to compare it to
Amelia. I think that Monterey knows what they have. Amelia
was great, but they just don't have something comparable to
the entire Monterey Peninsula AND Laguna Seca.
I have nothing negative to say about Amelia. I was very
glad I went. Roger Penske was the Honoree at Amelia. Well
deserved.
Early that Monday morning I flew to Newark to spend a
couple of days with my daughter, Kim and her husband, Tim.
By Tuesday it was becoming obvious that New York City was
about to be hit with a storm of unprecedented magnitude.
By Wednesday I was getting anxious about getting home. My
flight home was early Thursday morning, so I didn't have
long to wait. Driving through NYC before daylight Thursday,
seeing how almost deserted the roads were, the precautions
being taken at La Guardia (people obviously trying to figure
this stuff out), a little paranoia here and there. I was a little
concerned that some kind of travel ban would take effect
somewhere before I hit San Diego, but it didn't.
I landed about noon, and immediately went into preparedness mode. Within an hour I was fueling the Cayenne
along with a dozen 5 gallon fuel jugs, went to a few stores
and stocked up on stuff, brought up and split a bunch of
firewood, fired up the generator to make sure it was ready if
needed... Then took a shower, took a deep breathe and settled
in to our new reality.
One of the first things we did was a call of the Festival
management team. We all realized that we had to cancel the
event. Next came the call with the GPX board. Same thing.
We cancelled all events for the next six weeks, expecting we'd
be doing more of that. We watched PCA national and other
regions all doing the same thing.
A month has passed since returning from that trip. We
stay home as much as possible. We order most groceries to

be delivered, Suesan started going nuts deciding we need to
replace all towels, some sheets and other linens. So many
boxes where showing up at our door. Wrong color, wrong
size, these are great, those are not... I was packing up so many
boxes that needed to be shipped back. I have to say that I
finally had a minor meltdown over this (LOL), which seems
to have had a calming effect on her anxiety.
Virtual Festival
It took Suesan exactly two days after cancelling Festival
before Jeff Peck mentioned PCA Sim Racing to her. That
idea germinated into the Virtual Festival. If I thought she was
busy BEFORE we cancelled Festival, I hadn't seen anything.
She had hooked up with a bunch of PCA national folks
and many others. So, on April 25-26, Festival Weekend,
there will be PCA Sim Racing at the Auto Club Speedway, in
addition to Porsche Kids activities and much more.
I am including the flyer for this event and another for PCA
Sim Racing. Evidently this has been going on for a long time
and there is a large group of PCA member involved. The
recent F1 Sim Race had over 1.2 million viewers!
Circuit
For a few reasons, we've decided that the next few issues of
Circuit will be distributed electronically only. Without any
GPX events, there isn't much to report on. We'll see what we
come up with. I have included a couple of stories from the
current PCA Club Racing News (which is available on line
at: https://PCAClubRacing.org.
You'll also find some Coronavirus humor. If you have any
idea of things you'd like to see in the next issue or two, don't
hesitate to let us know.
Our board is going to continue having monthly meetings, only using electronic means to do so. I believe there is a
way for others to join in the meeting, but I don't know any
details.
One other short story. A friend of ours who lives in the
country outside of Ramona caught the virus. He believes he
caught it from an ATM or the cash he got in Ramona. Without seeking any medical help, he toughed it out at home (not
sure it is what I would recommend). Anyway, he was freaked
out for a couple of days, but got through it.
I guess this made me feel a little less apprehensive about
the virus, not that we're relaxing our guard. But it is nice to
know someone who had it and is still walking around.
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Race with Us!
Get behind the wheel &

Race with Us!
PCA Sim Racing is exciting and fun! Race Porsche RSR, GT3 and GT4
against fellow PCA members on the best race tracks in the world!
Porsche Club of America
is now hosting online
simulated racing where
PCA members from across
North America can race
door-to-door with other
PCA members. Want to
join the fun? Check out
simracing.pca.org to
learn how to get started!
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PCA Sim Racing is exciting and fun! Race RSR, GT3 and GT4
against PCA members on the best race tracks in the world!

Live YouTube
Broadcasted Rac
Porsche Club of America is now hosting online simulated racing where PCA members with Profession
Commentary
from across North America can race door-to-door with other PCA members. Want to
join the fun? Check out simracing.pca.org to learn how to get started!

Live YouTube
Broadcasted Races
with Professional
Commentary
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ACCELERATING THROUGH LIFE
HURLEY HAYWOOD & 914-6 GT
INTERVIEW WITH HURLEY HAYWOOD MARCH 12, 2020
STORY BY LUIS MARTINEZ, READING, ‘RITING & RACING; PHOTOS BY ANTHONY BRISTOL

T

he first IMSA GT race, the Danville 300, took place
in Virginia International Raceway on April 18, 1971.
One of the avid spectators at the inaugural event was
the US Army Commanding Officer from Fort Lee, VA. The
CO enjoyed that Sunday’s 3-hour race and the next day the
Fort Lee base newspaper, Fort Lee Traveller, announced the
results. The CO discovered that one of the winning #59 Brumos Porsche-Audi drivers that won the GTU class was an
Army conscript in his command – Specialist 4th Class Harris “Hurley” Haywood. Curious about this remarkable find,
he summoned Haywood. Informed that he had been called,
Haywood exclaimed, “Oh, (bleep)!” Did Haywood, an active
serviceman and Viet Nam veteran, ask for leave to register as
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co-driver with racing veteran Peter Gregg? The rising IMSA
Co-Champion replied with a grin: “I didn’t really ask for leave.
I just sort of went,” Twenty-two year old Haywood went and
chatted with his superior about the race. The CO, realizing
the talent and potential that Haywood exhibited during the
race, comforted his conscript: “We have to accelerate your
process-out paperwork!” How’s that for quick application of a
racing term to Army protocols?
One may ask, how did Haywood progress so quickly in life to
run in front of the GTU class for a win at the inaugural IMSA
race? Two salient factors were in play: Haywood’s driving talent
(schooled on his grandmother’s farm in Illinois), and an observant experienced racer who recognized it and hired him. Hay-

wood had often stayed at his grandmother’s farm. While there,
he drove farm equipment and cars on private land learning
handling techniques and getting a wheel up on his suburban
peers. Meantime, Peter Holden Gregg, a Harvard graduate and
Navy Intelligence officer eight years older than Haywood, had
become a successful Porsche racer. Having built an admirable
racing portfolio, in 1965 Gregg purchased an automobile dealership in Jacksonville, FL, from Hubert Brundage: Brundage
Motors. The cable address for this dealership was BRUMOS.
In the late ‘60s Haywood was at college in Florida and
entered an autocross. The experienced racer, Gregg, was also
participating, but the younger Haywood beat Gregg. Gregg
reached out to meet the talented youth and a friendship
ensued. A partnership quickly began, and in 1969 Gregg and
Haywood collaborated driving at the 6-Hour International
Championship of Makes at Watkins Glen, winning the GT
2.0 class in the #58 white 911S.
But then war intervened. Haywood’s draft number came up
for compulsory military service. He served a tour of duty in
Can Tho, south of Saigon. While serving in Viet Nam, he
learned a lot about situational awareness - constantly adjusting
to unrelenting change while literally dodging bullets. These
are lessons that he carried to podium finishes for decades as a
highly successful endurance race driver.
In its inaugural year, IMSA’s classification of GTU was
intended for grand touring-type cars with engines of 2.5l displacement or less, the letter U meaning under 2.5l. With so
many cars to choose from, why choose the 914-6? Haywood
responds: “The 914 GT was a ton of fun to drive. The engine
is just under 2.5 liters rated at 242hp with two Weber triple
throated carburetors. It had a dry weight of 2,098 lbs with racing suspension, a 5-speed tranny and 911 type calipers. Rear
tires are oversized and fit in the enlarged, squared off wheel
wells. Tires were 15” Goodyears 7.5 front and 8.5 rear. The car
ran in GTU but with an engine similar to a GTO. In the race
the big bore cars would run from me but I would stay on them.
Going into the corners I could brake better and eventually just
wore them out. It’s a giant killer.”
The Danville 300 was actually Haywood’s third race of the
1971 season. He had already run with Gregg in the Rolex 24
Hours of Daytona where they qualified the same 914-6 in P1
but DNF’d on lap 260. A few weeks later they took the #59
car to the 12 Hours of Sebring and again qualified P1 in class
but finished 2nd. Haywood explains in his book, Hurley –
From the Beginning, the crescendo of excitement that resulted
in the Danville 300: “We put the car on pole for the class, this
time starting on the front row with Dave Heinz and his 427
Corvette. That got some attention. Though the Corvette was
fast and powerful, it was also heavier, with less braking power.
When it started raining during the race, I found my groove
and the 914 was amazing. I loved driving in the rain, especially
in that perfectly balanced little car. By the end of the race we

The author took this photo of Hurley at the recent
Amelia Island Concours
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were a lap ahead and first overall. It hit all the local papers
including the Fort Lee base paper with a big photo of me on
the front page.”
The car/driver combination of 914-6 GT and Gregg/Haywood proved unbeatable in IMSA GT’s first year: “I actually
owned that car when we raced it. After VIR we went on to win
our class several more times that year (Talladega, Charlotte,
Bridgehampton and Summit Point) so Peter and I were cochampions in ’71. We didn’t even bother running the 914-6 in
the last race at Daytona.”
Haywood acknowledges in his book the positive impact that
his tour of duty in Viet Nam had afforded him: “The Army had
changed me in ways I couldn’t have predicted. I was a calmer,
more confident, cooler young man than that kid who drove at
Watkins Glen in 1969. In terms of the racing itself, it was as if
I never left. Instead of being rusty, my senses were sharper, my
concentration more finely tuned.”
This observation about the success potential with Porsche as
the giant-killer among big bore turned into a significant trend
- from 1970 through 1984, the Porsche 917s and other racing
models inspired by the 911 accounted for 21 of the 26 overall
victories in the two Florida classics – the Rolex 24 Hours of
Daytona and the Sebring 12 Hours. “The 911RS was – and
is – a great car to drive,” said Haywood, who scored four of his
five overall Rolex 24 Hour victories in that production-based
car. “Back then, it was the car to drive because of its reliability.
The Porsche was not necessarily the fastest car on the race
track, but it was certainly the most reliable.” That should settle
the choice – should one go for sizzling raw power or boring
reliability? Haywood is the living truth of an old saw – to finish first, you must first finish.
What happened after 1971? Haywood responds: “The car was
sold and, for a long time, I lost track of it. I sold it to the Formula 1 Mexican racing driver, Héctor Alonso Rebaque.”
In 1972 John Bishop, co-founder of IMSA, secured a major
sponsorship - R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., which put its Camel
cigarette brand on the organization’s top series. As the title
sponsor, the series became known as the Camel GT Challenge. Haywood remained on the roster for Brumos: “In 1972
I was given the job to run the GT car, a 911, #59 in Brumos
livery and I won the championship outright.”
Over the years the teamwork became well known, “Peter
and I did so many races together, they called us Batman and
Robin. We were virtually unbeatable in any car – the 914, the
911RS and the 935s”. The driving duo lasted through the
1970s. “We had an agreement that I would always race at
least one race with Peter each year. We ran one or two races in
1979,” until Gregg’s untimely death in 1980.
Besides the Danville 300 inaugural that Haywood vividly
remembers, it was just two years later that Batman and Robin
registered for what became an epic race – the 1973 Rolex 24
Hours of Daytona. It was in this race that the dynamic duo
10
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May 17, 2020 Sunday
Lakewood Country Club

r
e

3101 E. Carson St, Lakewood 562.421.0550

3
1

Registration: $65.00 Judged Classes includes 1 Buffet Lunch (deduct $15.00 for no lunch)
Display Only

b

Registration: $45.00 including lunch (deduct $15.00 for no lunch)

m
e

Additional lunches - $20.00 (1 included in $65.00 Judged / $45.00 Display - you can buy extras)
Lakewood Country Club
3101 Carson Street, Lakewood, CA 90712
Schedule:
unknowingly became the Porsche factory racing team. The
factory had assigned two identical Porsche 911RSs, which
were effectively a prototype for the RSR still in development
- one to Roger Penske’s team and the other to Gregg’s Brumos
team. Gregg dismatled the car and noted that the flywheel
was lose. He passed the information on to the Penske team
but they failed to act on it. This proved to be a terminal error;
Penske’s engine decomposed during the race and they DNF’d.
Noting Penske’s failure, Norbert Singer (then in charge of 911
racing development) and his factory entourage came running
to the Brumos pits which then took the mantle of factory team.
Singer directed Gregg to tell Haywood to slow. Haywood gave
it only nodding attention - he had other problems – a seagull
penetrated the windshield (literally). He needed to pit but they
didn’t have a windshield. The crew desperately sourced one
from a spectator’s car. After the successful pit stop Haywood
finished 1st in Prototype. Because of that finish he handed the
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG factory its first international race
using a Porsche 911.
A single spaced resume listing the interminable racing
accomplishments by Haywood would be much longer than
this article. Some of the highlights include five 24 Hours of
Daytona wins, three 24 Hours of Le Mans, two 12 Hours
of Sebring, two IMSA GT championships and one Trans-Am
championship. Incredibly, Haywood started at the Rolex 24
Hours a total of forty (40!) times by the time he retired in
2012.

7:00 Car placement
10:00 Judges meeting
12:00 Lunch
10:30 Judging starts
2:00 Awards Ceremony

d
e

to

e
S

t
p

n
o

p
t
s

o
P

For full Concours rules: www.Zone8.org

FOR REGISTRATION GO TO

http://pcagpx.motorsportreg.com for online registration
For information, sponsorship, and other, contact Concours Chair
Linda Cobarrubias — MS993@aol.com
(310) 990-0993
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But what ever happened to the #59 car, the orange livery
914-6 GT? “After I sold it to Rebaque’s father I lost track of
it. Someone found it in 1988 in a field in Mexico. We sent
our crew chief to positively identify it because Peter and I
had drilled the door braces to lighten the car.” The Brumos
team meticulously restored the #59 car to original and it now
resides with the Brumos Collection in Jacksonville, FL.

The #59 914-6 GT and the #58 white 911S Haywood/Gregg won
in 1969 at the 6-Hour Championship of Makes at Watkins Glen

ON THE COVER

Ryan Carignan is PCA Club Racing’s Business Manager. He
took this photo of Joe Still at COTA this year. PCA got in two
Club Races before Corona virus caused the next several to be
cancelled. Sebring and COTA where those two.
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Portrayed is this photo is Joe driving his #08 2018 991.2 Cup
Car past the famous 251 foot tall observation tower.
The tower consists of an elevator hoist-way surrounded by a
double helix staircase (419 steps).

ARE YOU IN?

THE 2020
PORSCHE

PARADE

• COACHELLA
• C AT H E D R A L C I T Y
• PA L M D E S E R T

The Observation Deck (230 feet above ground) provides a 360
degree panorana of the circuit as well as views of downtown
Austin.

• INDIO
• DESERT HOT SPRINGS
• INDIAN WELLS
• RANCHO MIRAGE

JUNE 21-27

• PA L M S P R I N G S

LA QUINTA RESORT AND SPA

PorscheParade.org

La Quinta (Palm Springs), California

12

• L A Q U I N TA

The glass railings and partial glass floor add to the drama. The
people I know who have been to, driven on, or attended a
Forumla 1 race there smile whenever it comes up in conversation. I'm still waiting for my first opportunity.

use this small one
when reproducing
less than 1/2 inch

laquintaresort.com
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SOCIAL DISTANCING WHILE
DRIVING A PORSCHE
STORY BY ROB TURNER, MAVERICK REGION

B

ack in 1999 I left behind a job to dive headfirst into
dotcom. You can probably guess the end of that story.
Dotcom turned into dot bomb and I had to quickly
pivot jobs. The job I left had me going into an office every day
except for business travel. Dotcom hipness had me working
from home, virtually. I was a telecommuting pioneer. To be
frank, I do not know what I would do if I had to go back into
an office every day. I suspect, I would hate it.
My usual work attire is jeans and a long sleeve Porsche
t-shirt. The thought of dressing up, even just a little, turns
my stomach. Most weeks I have fifteen plus conference calls
which are usually routine. Over the past several weeks (as
COVID-19 has become a major part of our lives) my company has mandated that office-bound employees adopt and
14

adapt to WFH (aka working from home). Now phone calls
include background noises like dogs and kids, and I hear the
frustration in the voices of people who have never done this
before. But it’s an experience we are all sharing right now.
I usually get out of the house by going to the gym early then,
at some point maybe run a few errands. But with CV-19, not
so much. Like a lot of us I’ve been cooped up in the house for
days, now weeks on end and, no surprise, I’ve gotten stir crazy.
The weather hasn’t helped. We’ve had more than a week of very
steady, sometimes heavy rain. Every day, same forecast: Yep,
more rain. But last week I saw a break in the rain. Exactly one
day, Saturday no less. Sunday more rain. But Saturday, chilly
and dry. In other words, perfect.
My plan was to head out mid-morning and take my usual

run up to a secret bridge over the Red
River, the wet border between Texas and
Oklahoma. The more I thought about it,
the more I thought – hey, I bet other people have been cooped up, dealing with selfisolation and social distancing, and might
need to stretch their legs (so to speak) and
do some driving. Our PCA region is very
socially active. Every weekend (sometimes
two or three activities on the same day),
mid-week pop-ups and a variety of other
regularly scheduled events. I figured others needed to get out of the house and run
Ed: A recent photo of parked Porsches, exhibiting proper “Social Distancing”
for a bit.
I posted my idea on our FB page and was
out, giving the engines a chance to breathe right up to red line.
not surprised when many people said, “Hell Yeah.” We’d pracAs we piled on the miles, I could feel it. There is a perceptice social distancing, just wave at each other when we arrived
tible
change as it sweeps over you. The car helps. Man and
and then would be safely ensconced in our cars for the rest of
machine, the sympathetic beating of human and mechanical
the trip. I’d posted the route so everyone would have an idea
hearts. The road makes you focus, pay closer attention to the
of our general direction. I asked that everyone have a full tank
details. It can transport you if you let it, leaving our trials and
of gas and maybe water and snacks. I was so happy to see the
concerns behind, if for only a couple of hours.
rain tail off Friday, heading into Saturday. Perfect, the promise
We turned onto a road that leads across the river, the border
of a dry day.
between
two states. There is a sight line of almost two miles
The forecast promised clouds but, lo and behold, the sun!
down a hill before the bridge. I saw clear road ahead. May have
Wow, a sunny day to boot. Even better. I arrived early at the
gone just slightly above the speed limit (just a smidge). In the
meeting place to find it blocked due to construction. What a
distance I can start to make out a red car shape on the left side
great start! My wife posted on FB a nearby location along the
of the bridge and I can also see some tiny stick figures near
highway near where we were supposed to meet.
the car. I lifted. Then I realized it was Porsche people waiting
There’s always that moment when you’ve put something
to cheer us on, so I punched it again, giving them a show. We
together and you’re not sure if people will show up, so it was a
roared past them in a blurred whoosh of sound, color and
relief to see the first Porsche arrive, then another and another.
speed.
My relief tuned to excitement as it appeared there were many
A brief stop to meet and greet the Porsche people and then
people needing to get out of the house. We filled up the side
we
were back at it, a little more relaxed on the return. Cars
of the road, eleven Porsches strong and one BMW X5M (the
peeled off as they needed gas or headed home in other direcowner worried that his older 944 couldn’t keep up).
tions. The final two cars, my 981 Cayman S and a 951 drove
We got out of our cars, greeted each other at a distance
the last few miles together before we finally parted ways.
(maintaining social distancing protocol) and spread out to
I don’t know about you, but I needed that. It helped me
take photos of our assembled jelly-bean colored cars as the
reconnect to... me. And every once in a while, that blast in the
drivers and passengers of other cars gawked at the row of
country is just what the doctor ordered. Pulling into the garage,
gleaming Porsches.
I turned the key and the great beast of an engine stilled. I let out
We kept our social distancing by following each other,
a long slow breath too. I feel good after a drive like that. Just the
no worries there! Everyone keeping pace, our string of cars
right amount of edge, adrenaline and seat time.
stretched out over a quarter mile. I had to manage some local
Times like this offer perspective on who we are, on our pritraffic but kept us all together. Once we got out in the country,
orities. But it’s nice to know that we can escape, even if it’s just
we found little traffic. One kind driver in a pick-up truck even
for a little while, reconnect with others that share a common
pulled aside so we could all pass. I must admit, there may have
passion and experience the love of driving our cars. We may
been a time or two (but only a time or two ;-) when we cooked
be alone in our cars, but in this case, we are together at the
it up a bit. Just saying.
same time, practicing a good measure of medically mandated
We pressed deeper into the country, the route I selected prosocial distancing – at maybe just a few miles over the posted
viding a good combination of fast sweeping corners, longish
speed limit.
straights in between crests with good sight lines for a mile,
And on that exhaust note, see you all next time.
sometimes more. Here the string of Porsches would stretch
15
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THE CURE FOR RACING
WITHDRAWAL
YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR MOJO GOING, SORT OF
STORY BY DANIELLE BADLER; PHOTO AYRTON SENNA AT MONICO (PUBLIC DOMAIN PHOTO)

Y

ou say you’re pining for the scream of an F 1 engine?
Your shaking for those in-car views that seem like
they’re running at 2x speed, only they’re actually realtime? You miss that life-size drama about careers that have
been pointed toward a seat in F1 since the protagonists were
eight years old?
Well, bunkie, I’ve got a solution for you: Formula 1: Drive to
Survive, season two. You can find it on Netflix. And it’s free. Ten
episodes. And, of course, Netflix makes it really easy to bingeview the production. After an episode ends, you do nothing.
The system automatically segues to the next one.
A year ago, I reviewed season one. I found it thoroughly
enlightening. Like peeling the onion on what actually goes on,
especially behind the scenes. The love, the hate, the pressure,
16

the support networks that all the drivers seem to have. Oh, and
the racing. The racing itself was almost secondary. Almost, but
not quite... Because the cinematography has flashes of brilliance
(even if you know what’s going to happen}.
Last time around Mercedes and Ferrari didn’t participate. As
a result, the producers were forced to cover everyone else, which
really amplified the drama associated with all the teams trying
to be best of the rest. The drivers, the team principals, the whole
traveling circus.
Yes, it’s back. Only this time with Mercedes and Ferrari also
participating. I know, I know. Don’t worry, of course they’re covered. But not to the detriment of the rest of the field.
I don’t know if it’s just me, but I keep trying to think of another
sport which has opened its doors to the fan in such a transpar-

“What happens to a dream unfulfilled?”
asked no Porsche owner ever.
With the first turn of its left-handed ignition, fantasy becomes reality.
The driver’s seat previously reserved for dreams will now be beneath you.
And the unmistakable engine note so often played in your head will now be
courtesy of your right foot. Ahhhh, the sweet sound of fulfillment. Porsche.
There is no substitute.

The 911. Only A Sports Car Takes You There.

©2019 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of traffic laws at all times.

dealer 2019
Porsche Riverside
8423 Indiana Ave
Riverside, CA 92504
951-441-6235
PorscheRiverside.com
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ent way. I know there are limitations in the series (no glimpses
into driver negotiations, for example. No shots of drivers being
told their services will no longer be needed. No analysis of performance data. No idea of just what the actual performance
envelope of an F1 car actually is today). Other than the fact that
they’re faster than last year’s cars.
But, then again, can you name another sport that has allowed
us into its inner circle? Friends, managers, parents, trainers. The
good-natured kidding between teammates in the paddock, counterposed by the same drivers on the circuit, bouncing off each
other.
I came away from Season 1 with a totally new appreciation
for the whole crazy affair. And the kids (OK, we can call most
of them young adults) who have devoted virtually all of their
formative years to one dream: to be an F1 pilot. You see them
literally pinching themselves. Has this been done before? With
the exception of the movie Senna, I don’t think so.
The story theme that occupies much of the narrative revolves
around Pierre Gasley, now in Daniel Ricciardo’s seat at Red
Bull trying to establish himself. Christian Horner, Red Bull
Team Principal, says “If they’re good enough, they survive. If
they’re not good enough… The thing is, who’s good enough
to partner with Max Verstappen? P7 or 8 or 9 has no value to
us.”
We visit Gasley at home, a home he left at 13 to go karting.
We’re there when he finds out that Antoine Hubert has suffered a fatal crash in the F2 race. They’ve been close friends
since they both went karting. We see the photos. And we’re
there when Gasley learns he’s been demoted to Toro Rosso,
his seat at Red Bull taken by Alex Albon (who also raced karts
with Gasley and Hubert. Who, one year ago, was also in F2).
Helmut Marko: “He has nine races to prove himself, and the
seat is his in 2020.”
Albon’s first race for Red Bull is at Spa. Verstappen drops out
at the start. Albon goes from 14th to 5th (his career best) in his
Red Bull debut.
Cyril Abiteboul, team principal at Renault: “I know that, if
I don’t deliver, my life expectancy is very short.” His dilemma
is what to do about Nico Hulkenberg who, we learn, has had
the longest career in F1 without a podium. There’s no way he
doesn’t think about it, says journalist Will Buxton.
At Hockenheim, in that great equalizer (the rain) Hulkenberg rises to P2... and spins out. “You can’t blame the elements,
can’t blame the track, can’t blame the car” says Abiteboul. For
2020, his seat is taken by Esteban Ocon (who has been reserve
driver for Mercedes).
Mercedes Team Principal Toto Wolff, addressing the team
at the start of the season: “We must manage expectations, stay
modest.” At Monaco, mourning the death of Niki Lauda:
“Niki had the ability to make things happen. He called Lewis
(Hamilton) to get him to come to the team. Otherwise, he
would not do it. Niki would say the most painful incidents
18
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are the ones where we learn the most. We recover and come
out stronger.”
Claire Williams: “As a child I didn’t understand how famous
my dad was. I don’t want to disgrace the Williams name. I
don’t want the team to fall apart under me. This is a family
business. I took this job to protect a legacy.” She holds the title
Deputy Team Principal, under her father, Frank, who’s shown
mostly in the background, in his wheelchair.
Their season is summed up by driver George Russell at Silverstone: “Obviously, I want to be world champion, and I
believe I will get there one day. The teams know your (personal) performance. But I’m driving around in 19th position,
week in and week out. I don’t want to be there.”
At the end of the race, Russell says: “Lap after lap, the car’s
like a yoyo. I feel like an idiot.”
The series concludes with a big nod toward 2020. Zak
Brown, McLaren Team Principal, notes that they have had a
successful season, but they have a long way to go if they want
to catch the top three. Their driver, Carlos Sainz, has proven
very competitive in his first season for them.
And Gasley… Gasley! He has seized a P2 in Brazil with Toro
Rosso, his first podium ever, with Lewis behind him. “Thank
God! This is the best day of my life,” he says.
2020 looks to be one of the biggest years ever. A majority of
drivers have contracts that expire at the end of the season. It’s
a new chapter.
As if... At this writing, the first six races of 2020 are canceled.
Enjoy the Netflix series. It’s all we’ve got. But it’s worth it.

Who Are
These Two
Grand Prix
Region
Members?
Answer is on page 32
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I'm so excited --- it's time to take out
the garbage. What should I wear?
I hope the weather is good tomorrow
for my trip to ‘’Puerto Backyarda’’. I'm
getting tired of ‘’Los Livingroom’’.
Day 6 of Homeschooling: My child
just said "I hope I don't have the same
teacher next year."

COVID-19 — HUMOR?
FROM VARIOUS INTERNET POSTING WE'VE RECEIVED

Half of us are going to come out of
this quarantine as amazing cooks. The
other half will come out with a drinking problem.
I used to spin that toilet paper like I
was on Wheel of Fortune. Now I turn
it like I'm cracking a safe.

Still haven't decided where to go for
Easter — The Living Room or The
Bedroom
Home-schooling is going well. Two
students suspended for fighting and one
teacher fired for drinking on the job.

I need to practice social-distancing
from the refrigerator.

I don't think anyone expected that when
we changed the clocks we'd go from
Standard Time to the Twilight Zone

PSA: every few days try your jeans
on just to make sure they fit. Pajamas
will have you believe all is well in the
kingdom.

This morning I saw a neighbor talking
to her cat. It was obvious she thought
her cat understood her. I came into my
house, told my dog... We laughed a lot.

Quarantine Day 5: Went to this restaurant called THE KITCHEN. You have
to gather all the ingredients and make
your own meal. I have no clue how this
place is still in business.
My body has absorbed so much soap
and disinfectant lately that when I pee
it cleans the toilet.
Day 5 of Homeschooling: One of these
little monsters called in a bomb threat.
Classified Ad: Single man with toilet
paper seeks woman with hand sanitizer
for good clean fun.

DEAD MAN'S CURVE — 1963
STORY BY MARK O'BRIEN

T

here were a number of songs in the 1960s about cars,
the most popular lyrics, though, still resound:.

I was cruisin' in my Stingray late one night
When an XKE pulled up on the right
He rolled down the window of his shiny new Jag
And challenged me then and there to a drag
I said "You're on buddy -- my mill's running fine
Let's come off the line now at Sunset and Vine
But I'll go you one better, if you've got the nerve
Let's race all the way -- to Dead Man's Curve"
I discovered that there is a place called Dead Man’s Curve:
a bend on Sunset Boulevard in Los Angeles, right out of the
song. The lyrics place the location of the accident at the
curve on westbound Sunset Boulevard one block west of
Doheny Drive in West Hollywood.
Even though there had been a serious accident, a head-on
collision involving voice actor Mel Blanc (Bugs Bunny), the
curve remains today.
22

(Dead Man's Curve) you'd best keep away
(Dead Man's Curve) I can hear 'em say
Won't come back from Dead Man's Curve’
I flew past La Brea, Schwab's and Crescent Heights
And all the Jag could see were my six taillights
He passed me at Doheny then I started to swerve
But I pulled her out and there we were, Dead Man's Curve

Years after the song was released, a traffic engineer determined that going from Hollywood and Vine to Sunset and
Doheny would have covered 4.5 miles.
On April 12, 1966, Jan Berry, crashed his Corvette into a
parked truck on a side street in Beverly Hills, not far from
Dead Man’s Curve. He spent months in a coma and remained mostly paralyzed. The singer suffered permanent
brain damage in the crash, but did recover well enough to
resume performing with Dean Torrence starting in 1978. He
died of a seizure on March 26, 2004.
Ironically, members of the Wrecking Crew (well known
group of Southern California studio musicians) played on the
final studio version of the song.

The lyrics were written by Brian Wilson, Artie Kornfeld, Jan
Berry and Roger Christian). Jan and Dean
As an an aside, stock Corvettes do not have six tail lights.
In helping compose the song, deejay Roger Christian said he
did not intend Dead Man’s Curve to be a disaster song. He
wanted the race to end in a tie. Legend has it that Jan Berry
insisted that the song end in a wreck.
Well, the last thing I remember, Doc
I started to swerve
And then I saw the Jag slide into the curve
I know I'll never forget that horrible sight
I guess I found out for myself that everyone was right
Won't come back from Dead Man's Curve”
23
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GPX KIDS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE LETTERS
			 "P C A J U N I O R S"
Grand Prix Region is officially starting GPX KIDS, in keeping with the Porsche Club of America’s
(PCA) overall priority to make our kids a part of the club by starting them young.
Children up to 18 can be registered to become PCA JUNIOR MEMBERS and will receive an age appropriate gift from
PCA.
The PCA Juniors program has been created so kids can enjoy club events, learn about Porsches and build the enthusiasm
that runs through all of PCA. We look forward to developing the program and its features over time.
The program is FREE! Kids must be registered by an active PCA member. Parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc. can
sign up younger family members for PCA Juniors. We will reach out to families to bring their kids to our Saturday morning
breakfast meetings the second Saturday of each month, and have younger kids and parents do crafts projects and fun
activities and get a GPX Goodie Bag.
For more information or questions please contact Dick Douglass at ddouglass356@gmail.com

TWO CHAIR POSITIONS OPEN
We are looking for help with two chair positions
1. ADVERTISING
We need someone to do followup with our current
advertisers & to speak with potential new advertisers.
This does not require a lot of time or effort. Our
treasurer invoices advertisers quarterly, but we'd like
someone to touch base with them occasionally.
2. TECH INSPECTION
At our two Day Away from Work events we have a Tech
Inspection team who help on Sunday afternoon at our
host hotel and Monday morning at the track. We
always have plenty of volunteers to help out, but we
need someone to oversee the process. If you are
mechanically inclined and would like to help, this could
be a good way for you to help the club.
IF YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN HELPING
CONTACT SUESAN AT
SUESAN@POBOX.COM OR 619-992.4287

Grand Prix Region
Name Badges
Order yours today!
Magnetic attachment - no pin
Light weight
$15.00
Order at the GPX Store or
mail the order form from the
GPX Website at
http://gpx.pca.org/?p=8429
Questions? Contact Jeff Peck
jbpeck@pacbell.net
(310) 345-8081
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RICH SCHOENEBORN
JUST ANOTHER PORSCHE ADDICT
STORY BY RICH SCHOENEBORN; PHOTOS FROM RICH SCHOENEBORN & SKIP CARTER

ED: I was at the VIR club race last year, my first trip to this track. It
was a great experience as I’ve documented in previous editorials.
Wandered through the paddock looking for CRN stories (that’s
my job), I kept passing this beautiful GT3. I kept watching for the
owner, but never saw anyone.
What really got my attention was the decal on the left rear quarter panel (bottom photo next page) “In Loving Memory” It was a
tribute to Rich’s father. I got his email asking about the decal and
the story, and he was kind enough to send it.
You see what I love about this job.

T

hanks for asking me to write a little bit about my car
addiction and Porsche. I guess I inherited it from my
father. Both my parents were from Germany and came
to the USA in the late 1940s as children. My father loved cars
and especially Porsche, but in the early days could only afford
a VW bug.
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With German tenacity and hard work he eventually purchased his first Porsche, a 1986 911 Targa. By then I was a full
on gearhead, but my interests were off road. Dirt bikes and
motocross were a big part of my life from age nine (I still ride
today, a 2018 Husqvarna FE450).
My first vehicle was a 1979 Jeep Cherokee Chief. I was very
mechanically inclined and worked on everything I owned.
Highlight of the Jeep days is when I rebuilt the engine and
TH400 transmission myself. With my love for things mechanical, I went to college to become a mechanical engineer. After
college, my first car project was to rebuild a totaled 1989 Corvette that I purchased from a salvage yard. Other than straightening the frame, I did all the work myself, including the body
work and paint.
In 2011 I had the pleasure of joining my father in going

to Germany to take delivery of a new 911 C4.
His story was, it wasn’t for him but “I ordered
your mother a new car, do you want to go to
Germany and pick it up with me?” My mother
didn’t come along. We clocked over a 1,000
miles during this incredible journey visiting
relatives and his home town. My mother finally
took delivery of her car in Tysons Corner. This
trip really set the hook for me and Porsche.
In 2014 my father was diagnosed with stage
four lung cancer and the Porsche became
impractical. He asked if I wanted the car and, of
course, I said yes but there was a catch — You
can never sell it. I said OK, but can I modify it?
“Yes” was the answer.
I took the car to a Summit Point FATT and I
was instantly hooked. I love making things better, so I went to work modifying the car. I asked
around and enlisted the help of Michael Levitas
and TPC Racing. They helped me transform my
mother’s car into a real DE monster. It’s a bit of a
sleeper even with the cup car looks.
Hidden under the body work are real Cup
Car underpinnings and a custom twin turbo
motor tuned for 800+ AWD HP. One day I
plan on passing the car on to my 17 year old
son. He also enjoys the track and I have been
coaching him in driving this car as well as the
Cup Car. I have him signed up for the Bertil
Roos racing school last December. From there
it has been a very quick progression from DE to
Club Racing and, next year, Porsche GT3 Cup
Challenge Canada with TPC Racing.
The Cup Car livery is a tribute to my father
and his 40+ year career (mailroom to executive)
at Mobil Oil (and ExxonMobil). I combined his
love for the company that provided so much for
our family, his favorite cartoon character (Foghorn Leghorn) and his mantra “Life is Good!”
He never changed his tune, even in the final
days. Life was still good and, fortunately, I have
also inherited that mantra and plan to pass it
along to my children and anyone I come in contact with.
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April Anniversaries

Greg Schill

Claude Mitchell

Joe Ruszkiewicz

Robert Gagliano

33 years Claude Mitchell & Pamela Wright
30 years Thomas & Dario Frisardi
David Woytowich & Kody Cushman
Jill Beck
29 years Andrew Kochan
Robert Curry
Joe Ruszhiewicz
28 years Peter & Eileen Rech
Doug & Anne Williams
26 years Charlie & Kathleen Carchedi
Robert & Linda Gagliano
24 years Jill Beck
Michael & Erin Dodgen
23 years Norma Ann Dawson
Henry Fella
Reggie Garmon
19 years Reggie & Ethan Garmon
16 years Greg Schill
Arthur Williams
Albert & Klaus Miltenberger
John & Natalie Kravec
Mitchell & Kerry Zarders
13 years Henry Fella & Sara Woodeward
10 years Robert Curry
Paul & Brian Tordella
8 years Walt & Nadine Earley
Ceal Howard
6 years Joe & Carolyn Ruszkiewicz
Norma Ann Dawson
5 years Steven Relyea
Travis McGill
Johnson Tsai
Rob Curry
4 years Al & Amanda Gutierrez
3 years Jason Martinez
Arthur Williams
Leonard & Barbara Bernstein
2 years Robert Roper
Mike Dodgen
Travis McGill
1 year
Scott & Dianne Parker
Aubrey Trass & Walt Swenman

New Members / Transfer in
Ian Medina
Doug Petty & Conie Olson
Dino Balgemino
Donna & James Hibbert
Ron Korb & Moses Keeling

Johnson Tsai

2004 911 Turbo
1963 356 Coupe
2009 997 Turbo
2018 911 Carrera S
2006 Cayman S

Alby Miltenberger

Reggie Garmon

Walt Earley

Paul Tordella

Euan & Scott Parker

Ceal Howard

Charlie & Kathleen Carchedi

Steve Relyea
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CLASSIFIED ADS

FREE for PCA Members
Send info including a photo
Skip Carter at SkipCarter@pobox.com

1989 951 (944 Turbo S) F Stock race car $9,000
Maintained by Black Forest in San Diego. Perfect for DE, Time Trial or Club Racing. Full
cage, fire system, spare wheels, tires & parts; Cool Suit (both sides), 2 sets race seats,
communication equipment camera (and all required PCA Club Racing gear), spare half
shaft, straight exhaust pipe and street legal muffler, Hans device, gloves, shoes, etc. Still
a street legal car that can be driven to and from events. Car was last tracked in 2017.
F-Stock PCA Logbook. PRICED TO SELL
Contact John or Jeff at Black Forest in San Diego Service@BlackForestAutomotive.com
858.292.1192

2015 KTM Super Adventure 1290
Purchased new and meticulously maintained 21K
miles. $3000 service last August including sprockets,
chain, radiator. KTM Touring Case & Adventure Tank
Bag. Tires have about 2-3K miles on them, No fluid
leaks, never dropped, new battery.
Cruise control, electronic immobilizer, electronic ride
height adjustment, adjustable seat height, driver/
passenger separate seat heating, side & center stand,
TMPS tire pressure system, Street/sport/comfort &
off road suspension damping, Heated hand grips,
adjustable handle bar position, Upgraded Cyclops
headlams and more...
You won't find a better maintained KTM anywhere. Located in San Diego
Contact Skip Carter at SkipCarter@pobox.com or 619.992.9927

Eibach Pro Kit for sale.

I won an Eichbach Pro Kit (for any car they make a kit for) from PCA
Werks Reunion last year and they do not have a set for my cars, so I
would like to sell it for 50% of whatever kit you choose.
Contact Arturo at 323.633.7915 or Arturo7Music@sbcglobal.net

1989 Tiger Star Model 610100A Truck			

$9,000 obo

Tiger Trucks are imported unassembled from China to an assembly plant in Oklahoma.
Purchased in 2012 in fairly poor condition, this truck was completely gone through. Work
included: new shocks and struts, re-engineered front suspension, new brake shoes and master
cylinder, new interior, new wheels and tires, lifted for better off road clearance, extensive body
work and paint. Designed origianlly as a factory vehicle, the top speed is about 50 mph. Engine is a 4 cylinder, 4 stroke overhead cam design of about 1000cc and 40hp. Built as a track
support vehicle, it is street legal, licensed in California. Excellent condition Contact Skip Carter
619.992.9927 Skip Carter@pobox.com

1985 944 SP1 Club Racer (trailer optional)

$8,000

Very strong, dependable track car. Fresh engine and tranny, Guard LSD,
short 5th, AMB, Longacre convex mirror, hood pins, Sparco steering wheel,
Odyessy battery, Nomex shifter boot, fire system, Weltmeister frt sway bar,
Tarett rear bar, steel front control arms, 400# front springs, coil over, 30mm
rear torsion bar, cool suit, roll cage, race seats and harnesses, spare fuel jugs,
stock muffler, 2 sets wheels/tires & other parts. PCA log book. Open trailer
(with winch) available for $2,000. San Diego
Skip Carter 619.992.9927 SkipCarter@pobox.com
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Book Reviews for Porschephiles
by Bruce Herrington, Orange Coast Region

FORMULA ONE: THE CHAMPIONS
70 YEARS OF F1 DRIVERS

by Maurice Hamilton, photography by Bernard & Raul-Henri Cahier
published 3 March 2020 by White Lio Publishing, London, UK

This book begins with a rather self-centered forword
by Bernie Ecclestone who, for better or worse, was an
integral part of Formula One and its championships.
The introduction, replete with several driver portraits,
provides an overview of the
history of Formula One and sets
the tone for the stories of effort,
perseverance and of course,
luck... Which follow.
The text is all about the
guys – the champions, not the
championships nor the cars. The
racing careers of all 33 (through
the 2019 season) are profiled.
Included are many drivers, no
where near as famous as the
excluded Stirling Moss (who
indeed never was a champion,
a whole ‘nother story), but who
achieved at least one World
Champion title.
The author of this profusely
illustrated book is a prominent,
long time British motor-sports writer and broadcaster,
apparently no relation to Formula One champion Lewis
Hamilton or once famous sports-car racer Duncan
Hamilton. Though well written and very readable
(including quotes from the champions themselves),
the point of this book is the outstanding photographs
by Bernard Cahier, familiar to old time Road & Track
readers, and his son Raoul-Henri. The pictures (with
comprehensive captions) give an up close and personal
look at the drivers and their environment. Included is
an interesting shot of a handsome Niki Lauda, a face
forgotten by some; never known by many.
These captivating stories are not just about on-track
performances, but about backgrounds, personalities and
character. Definitely not a book of dry racing statistics,
it provides insight into the champions as people, not

just as racers. Though there are some descriptions of
extraordinary daring-do on the track, it is basically about
the drivers themselves, their backgrounds, character
and interactions. One need not be a racing enthusiast
to appreciate the interesting
biographies in this book, or the
intellectually elevating effect
of the polysyllabic British
vocabulary used.
Presented in chronological
order of their first championship,
the story of Lewis Hamilton,
current reigning champion, is
somewhat awkwardly not the
last chapter in the book.
There is barely mentioned
Porsche
content
because
both Niki Lauda and Alain
Prost drove Porsche powered
McLarens in the mid ‘80s.
FORMULA ONE is coffee
table sized, but without the
dust jacket it is just a plain red
book. The end papers present
a checkerboard of faces. - some are familiar, but you
have to read the book to be able to identify all of
them. A must have for anyone interested in the stories
of Formula One drivers, their professional lives and
racing careers. Perhaps to become out dated by the
crowning of future champions, this book will forever
be a classic. The first printing might even become a
collector book.
Hardcover with 240 9-1/2 x 12 inch pages, it is printed
on heavy, semi-gloss paper to enhance the crispness of
the photographs. Pictures are all black and white until
color shots of Jackie Stewart appear in ‘69 and ‘71.
There is a limited index. By the time you read this, it
should be available for $45.00 from your favorite book
seller (ask for it), or from QuartoKnows.com.
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JOIN US

Index of Advertisers

PCA has something for everybody!

Each month at Breakfast Club we will reserve a line of prime parking
spaces for selected Porsche models
For January anyone driving a Cayman
is invited to park in the Cone Zone.
• Apr — Colors (no black, white, grey)• Jul — Red, White & Blue
• May — Personalized Plates

• Aug — Top Down Day

• Jun — Bring a Passenger Day

• Sep — Stripes or Car Number

Who Are These Two
GPX Members?
Our Editors
Skip Carter and his daughter,
Kim
Charlie Carchedi
and his 1980
911SC

• Oct — 50s & 60's Cars

Social Events		
Tours & Rallies
On-Track Driving 			
Concours d'elegance 		
Panorama (National Magazine)
The Circuit (GPX Magazine)
All for only $46/yr !

Porsche Parade
Treffen N. America
Member Discounts
Club Racing
Autocross
3000+ Events Annually

Apply Online at PCA.org
(Specify Membership in GPX Region)
or
Fill out a Membership Application available at our
Breakfast Meeting, or print from GrandPrixRegion.com
Questions? Contact Patty Reilly, GPX Membership Chair
GPXPatty@mindspring.com (714) 402-2405

Accutrack			

25

Badge Bar (Gary Nila)
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Claifornia VIRTUAL Festival of Speed 7
Children's Dental Health Clinic

24

GPX Name Badge Order Form

24

Dr. Tony Mork		

29

Pacific Porsche

Back Cover

PCA Sim Racing

6

Pelican Parts		

23

Sierra Madre Collection
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Walter's Porsche of Riverside

17

• Nov — Original Owner or 		
stayed in family

CHECK US OUT

Come to our Monthly GPX Breakfast Club Meeting - Everyone Welcome!
SECOND Saturday each month — 9:00 AM
$15.00 breakfast incl tax, tip & beverages
Glory Days Beachside Grill
620 Pacific Coast Highway
Seal Beach (562) 756-8520

NEW MEMBERS
receive a free
GPX Coffee Mug

HAVE BREAKFAST AND TALK WITH OTHER PORSCHE OWNERS & PCA MEMBERS
IT'S NOT JUST THE CARS - IT'S THE PEOPLE!

Size

Invoiced Quarterly

Size

Business card
40.00/mo
3 5/8" x 2"
Quarter page
75.00/mo
3 5/8" x 4 1/2"
Half page
125.00/mo
7 1/2" x 4 1/2"
Full page
200.00/mo
7 1/2" x 9 1/2"
Full key position
250.00/mo
4 Color pricing +40%
Full bleed available on half & full page only

Classified Ads

Free to PCA members, including photo

For advertising information, contact:

Skip Carter
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619.992.9927

skipcarter@pobox.com
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Porsche Club of America
Grand Prix Region
P.O. Box 2119
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

DATED MATERIAL

2 beautiful customer lounges
Full time concierge

L.A.’s only Porsche Classic Partner

30 Porsche Service loaners available

24 Service Bays

Dog Park

Free Hybrid Charging Stations

Conveniently located off the 405 freeway

20 minutes from the all-new Porsche Experience Center

14610 Hindry Avenue

Hawthorne CA 90250

855-484-5896

For more information on our new location visit us at: www.porschesouthbay.com

